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BEST IN SHOW was a very smart PUG, BILOHKA BOMBER COMMAND, moving true and with attitude,
lovely balanced and masculine head, with a clean eye and keen expression, strong top-line, short
and strong in body, well set tail. RESERVE BEST IN SHOW, the Gordon Setter, CAIRACAILIE DEVOTED
JW, I was pleased to see that the Group judge sent this very typey bitch back to me, very good for
outline, totally un-exagerated, excellent depth and body with a very strongly made rear end, used to
full advantage on the move, holding a good profile and reaching out well whilst driving strongly
behind.
BEST PUPPY IN SHOW, the Miniature Schnauzer, SPIRITED AWAY ETERNAL LOVER FOR PENBRO, a
standout winner for me, I absolutely loved his shape, make and attitude. The best of movers,
amazing reach in front, strong and precise at all times. I loved his dark eye, his length of head, his
deep well sprung ribs and cobby, compact body. In superb jacket, he quite simply stole the show.
RESERVE BEST PUPPY IN SHOW was the Golden Retriever, another one that I had judged in the breed
and was sent back to me by the Group judge. ROSINANTE CLASSIQUE, classic she is too, feminine
and balanced head, lovely profile outline, and once moved at the correct pace, did her job very well.
Well-laid shoulders, balanced and strong in top-line, well-muscled behind and moved out well in
front, carrying her tail to perfection.
BULLDOGS
JUNIOR
1. SHILOH DISCO DANCER KISMOND JW, I can see why this youngster has her JW, best of
heads, good width to jaw, excellent ears, eyes and dentition. Strongly built on a lovely
straight front, excellent on the move. BOB.
OPEN
1. KISMOND HONOLULU SUNSET JW, another classic head, clean in eye, lovely shape to muzzle
and under-jaw. Excellent feet, not quite so accurate as the youngster on the move, and not
quite the tail either.
GORDON SETTERS
JUNIOR (3,1)
1. MARSHMOOR BLACK JACK, raw but full of quality, and mischief! Lovely length of second
thigh, producing superb drive. He has a lovely straight front, good bone, tight feet, holds a
very strong and correct outline. BP& Res BOB.
2. FLAXHEATH JUST FOR ME
P GRAD (3)
1. C DEVOTED JW, GROUP 1 AND RESERVE BEST IN SHOW
2. GRAYLACIER PRINCESS SOPHIA, another good one,

3. LAURELHACH YARRA
4.
OPEN
1. FLAXHEATH MCLAREN, just not my type, but beautifully presented in full coat with a strong
masculine head. Not quite the length of rib nor the accuracy coming and going of the
principal winners.
HUNGARIAN VIZSLA
JUNIOR
1. VIZSLANA VI VIZET, a touch strong in backskull for my personal taste, but very balanced in
shape and body, correct straight front, good for bone and drive moving away.
P GRAD
1. TARAFIELD ANYA PANINI BY VIZSLANYA, much more my type of head-piece, very well
balanced, femini8ne with a keen expressive eye. Lovley ribs, strong top-line, wellconditioned and a positive and accurate mover. BOB.

OPEN
1. RIVERBOARDE ZSA ZSA OF VIZSLANYA, not quite the lay of shoulder of the BOB, and not
quite as free-flowing in profile action. Good for head and breed type.
IRISH SETTER
JUNIOR (5,1)
1. CLONAGEERA WALK IN THE SUN, both 1 and 2 were good for outline and make on the stack.
This winner more confident, but both are pleasing in head and overall make up. This winner
needs to strengthen behind. BOB
2. CLONAGEERA BORN TO RUN, better mover, but not showing herself to advantage and paid
the price.
3. LORD OF THE DANCE
P GRAD
1. ANACARDIUM FOEHN, ultra feminine, in good jacket, just needs time.

ITALIAN SPINONE
OPEN

1. ROKEOVER FAIR DUNKEM DEL MARCARICA ShCM, alone, but a worthy winner, everything to
like, scores in front, body, top-line, ribs and presentation, sound on the move with lovely
width behind, true and positive both ways. BOB.
2.
GOLDENS
PUPPY (8,3)
1. ROSINANTE CLASSIQUE, BOB, BP, PG1, RES BPIS.
2. KADAKA KAMEN AT WESTCOMBE, Res BOB and close up, sound mover, strongly made dog.
3. CALAROSE SHINING STAR
JUNIOR (6,3)
1. DIAMOND IN THE SKYE BY CALAROSE, clear winner, perhaps, for me, slightly longer in loin
than ideal, however, really scores in head and top-line and is a fabulous mover.
2. CASSATESS NO CAN DOODLE
3. TENFIELD TIDAL SURGE
P GRAD (7,2)
1. KADAKA KANOODLE WITH GILLANSGOLD, a wee bit strong in head for me and would prefer
a slightly tighter eye, but so very soundly put together, firm top-line, balanced outline and a
very good mover both ways and in profile action too.
2. ROOKSBURY FUZZY FELTS JW,
3. ROSINANTE RIGADOON AT FIELDACRE
LIMIT (6,2)
1. SIAGAR SPANISH DANCER OF FINCHESACER, an absolutely glorious head and eye, a touch of
wave to back coat, which spoiled here top-line, she is however, a very sound mover coming
and going and covers the ground with ease in profile. Overall good balance and tail-carriage,
could spring her rib a bit to finish the picture.
2. KADAKA KAPPA BLEU AT WESTCOMBE,
3. WATAMUSAND TOP NOTCH KLASSY
OPEN (5,1)
1. TREBETTYN GI BLUES AT WESTCOMBE ShCM, a great mover for his age, good tailset, topline, bone and depth.
2. CASSATESS I CAN DOODLE TOO
3. KADAKA KONFIDENTIAL AT GILLANSGOLD
LABS
JUNIOR (8,3)
1. RICHBOURNE LONDONER, youngster with lots to like. He scores for me in head, good sizer,
lovely bone, dark eye, good feet, correct straight front holds a strong top-line, true going

away and the same coming. He has a lovely otter tail, correctly set and well-carried. He just
needs to come together somehow, as he is at that ‘in-between’ stage and looks a bit gangly,
but his quality could not be denied. Res BOB.
2. MEADOWLEIGH ROMANTIC QUEST, Best Puppy, and what a little find here, everything to
like, her first show, and she put on a great performance. Good for size and head, moving
true and with animation.
3. HENISSY ALL THAT JAZZ
P GRAD (9,5)
1. R LONDONER
2. MEADOWLEIGH ROMANTICA, another god one, lovely profile, just a touch stronger in head
than her daughter.
3. PET ACRES FINE ROMANCE
OPEN (7,1)
1. AQUADELL MONTGOMERY JW, presents a fabulous outline stood, and maintains it fairly well
in profile too. Balanced all through, lovely ears, excellent tail and perfect feet. In good jacket
and tip-top muscle-tone. BOB & G4
2. MEADOWLEIGH MORELLA KILLANOW SENTINEL AT DAISYPATCH
CURLY COATS
GRAD (3)
1. GLINT OF ATHUNDERSTORM, truest mover here today, she has a balanced head and clean
eye, good curl and holds a decent top-line. BOB
2. GAMESMERE SUMMER SPRITE
3. MAYCOURT STARMAN BY CROOKWOOD
OPEN (1)
1. SH CH PEPPERIEVER BEECH AT CROOKWOOD, correct wedge shape head with slight stop,
and a very kind eye and expression, excellent and distinctive coat. Just not so good behind
today and had to pay the price. Res BOB.
OPEN STAKES (40,22)
1. ARROWBIEN NEW YORK CITY BOY AT ALMONDSBURY, American Cocker, red and white, in
sparkling coat and condition. He headed an excellent quality class, and I always think that I
am harder on my own breed, but he simply could not be denied. I liked his outline and topline, his big spring and good length of rib, and his spectacular muscle-tone, which allowed
him to power around the ring, holding his outline to perfection. He is all male with a
balanced head-piece and kind, expressive eye, lovely stop and low set ears. Still only young
his best is yet to come. A true sporting spaniel who could work all day long unlike so many
in this lovely breed.
2. AMICAL TIKIA, close up, another superb example, Siberian Husky,
3. ROKEOVER FAIR DUNKEM DEL MACARICA ShCM.
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